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1. INTRODUCTION
Many fluids in nature are modeled by the NavierStokes equations.
However, many experiences demonstrate that there are other type of fluids
that cannot be modeled by these equations. These fluids are generically
called non-Newtonian fluids.
Usually, the stress tensor  is decomposed as   Id  , where  is
the pressure and  is the extra stress tensor. In the case of incompressible
fluids, the pressure is an unknown. When the fluid is Newtonian, 
1 tŽ . Ž . Ž .2e u , where e u  u u is the symmetric gradient of the veloc-2
ity u and  0 is a constant. With respect to the non-Newtonian case,
two main kinds of fluids are considered:
1. Shear-dependent viscosity fluids, where  is an explicit nonlinear
Ž  Ž .  2 . Ž .  function of the form  2 e u e u , where :   is the
 Ž .  2 Ž . Ž . Žgeneralized viscosity function and e u  e u e u the summationi, j i, j
.of repeated indices is used . Some important examples of this type of fluid
Ž .are biological fluids of small molecular weight blood, egg white, etc. ,
polymer completely dissolved in a base of Newtonian liquid, etc. Other
Ž .applications can be found in glaciology glacier ice slide or geology
Ž .dynamics of the Earth’s mantle .
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2. Viscoelastic fluids, which have intermediate properties between
viscous fluids and elastic materials. These are ‘‘fluids with memory,’’ i.e.,
fluids whose extra stress tensor at an instant t depends on the fluid
dynamic in t and on the previous behavior at t. This property is expressed
Ž .by either integral or differential constitutive laws. Polymer mixtures and
high-density polymers are important examples of this kind of fluid.
We will focus on the first kind of fluid. For simplicity, we assume the extra
stress tensor  given by either a power law or a Carreau law, i.e.,
  p2 2    e u e u power lawŽ . Ž . Ž . 4 0
or
p2   2    1 e u e uŽ . Ž .Ž . 4 0  Carreau’s laws ,Ž .Ž .p2 22   2    1 e u e uŽ . Ž .Ž .½ 5 0
where p 1,  	 0, and   0. When p 2, we are in the Newtonian 0
case.
In this paper, an important simplification will be made; we are going to
Ž .consider periodic boundary conditions. Let us define 0, T , a time interval
Ž . Ž .dT 0 , and  0, L , d 2 or 3, the spatial domain of periodicity,
Ž .denoting the boundary 	 as

  	
 x  0 ; 
  	
 x  L j 1, . . . , d . 4  4 Ž .j j jd j
Then, we consider the following model of space periodic flows for incom-
Ž .pressible shear-dependent viscosity fluids. Given f external force and u0
Ž . Ž . Ž .initial velocity , the problem is to find u velocity and  pressure such
that
	u
 u   u    e u   f in 0, T Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
	 t
p    u 0 in 0, T Ž .NSŽ . per
u 0,   u in Ž . 0      u  u , u  u ,    j 1, . . . , d .Ž .
 
 
 
 
 
j jd j jd j jd
Remark. In a general way, we may suppose the extra stress tensor 
given by
 2 e u   p e u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . pwhere  	 0 the Newtonian viscosity and  is the purely non-Newto-
p 2Ž dd .nian tensor, verifying that there is a function U  C  such that
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Ž  4 dd .always i, j, k, l 1, . . . , d and , 
	U p
pH1     ,  i , j,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j	i , j
	U p
pH2 U 0  0  0  i , j,Ž . Ž . Ž .
	i , j
	 2 U p
H3   Ž . Ž . i , j k , l	 	i , j k , l
  p2   2  power law ,Ž .
	 C  ,  ,1 p2 2½    1   Carreau’s laws ,Ž .Ž .
2 p	 U p2 H4   C 1  ,  i , j, k , l ,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2	 i , j k , l
where C , C  0 are two constants. U p is called the potential function of1 2
p Ž . Ž . . We understand H3 in the sense that H3 plays the role of a power1
Ž .law, and H3 plays the role of a Carreau law.2
Ž . pExistence and uniqueness results of weak and strong solutions of NS p er
are known that depend on the data, on the boundary conditions, and,
Žmainly, on the power p see Section 2 for a definition of weak and strong
.solutions and for a review of these results .
Under conditions of existence and uniqueness of a global strong solu-
tion, the existence of a global attractor set of finite fractal dimension is
 proved in 10 , by application of the standard semigroup theory. Moreover,
if there is a unique solution that is not continuous in time, it is also
possible to construct an attractor in another way; basically, a ‘‘short
trajectory’’ plays the role of an instant of time t in the standard theory. In
this sense, the solutions are not continuous over each point, but they are
continuous over each short trajectory.
ŽOn the other hand, when homogeneous Dirichlet conditions u 0 on
.	 are imposed, the time asymptotic behavior of solutions is studied in
   1, 14 . For example, it is proved in 14 that for a Carreau law with p	 2
Žor for a power law with 65 p 2, a solution associated to f 0 and
.any u decreases exponentially in time, while the solution has a polyno-0
mial decay in time if a power law with p	 2 is considered.
The purpose of this paper is the study of the set of times when a global
weak solution cannot be a strong solution, which will be called singular
times. We obtain two main results. First, under the hypothesis of the
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existence of a strong solution that ‘‘blows up’’ at infinite time, we will get
Ž .in Section 3 the existence of arbitrarily short singular times. Second, in
Section 4 we will estimate the measure of the singular times set, by means
Žof the Hausdorff dimension in particular, only considering the regularity
.of a weak solution, this set always has zero Lebesgue’s measure .
These two results are generalizations of the Newtonian case to the
non-Newtonian case. In fact, the existence of arbitrarily short singular
 times for the NavierStokes problem can be seen in 4 . On the other
hand, the first result for the set of singular times S for the NavierStokes
 problem was shown long ago in the pioneering work of Leray 8 for the
case 3 and f 0. This result has been generalized by M. Schinbrot
   18 on a bounded domain. More recently, Scheffer 15 , for the case
3   and f 0, and Foias and Temam 6 , in a bounded , have´
proved that the Hausdorff dimension of S is bounded by 12. Moreover,
always for the NavierStokes problem, the measure of the set of singulari-
ties in space and time of a ‘‘suitable weak solution’’ has been studied by
Ž   3   .Scheffer see 16 for  and 17 for a bounded  . Scheffer’s results
were further improved for the case in the famous paper of Caffarelli et al.
 3 , where the existence of a suitable weak solution is also shown.
pŽ .  The norms related to the spaces L  will be denoted by  , andp
 the norms related to another space F will be denoted by  .F
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
ŽClassical results of existence and uniqueness of solution in the Dirichlet
.    case were obtained in 7 and 9 , with the use of compactness and
monotony arguments. Afterward, more specific results have been collected
 in 11 , mainly in the case of periodic boundary conditions. We are going to
review the existence and uniqueness of solutions in this section.
We consider spaces of functions with free divergence and periodic
boundary conditions,
d2  H   L  :     0,   n    n ,  dx 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
 
 Hj jd½ 5

d1, p  V   W  :     0,   ,  dx 0Ž . 
 
 Hp j jd½ 5

Žthe condition of average zero allows spaces where Poincare and Korn´ ¨
.inequalities are satisfied .
Ž . 2ŽŽ . .dDEFINITION 2.1 Weak Solution . Given u H, f L 0, T  ,0
Ž . d Ž . pand T 0, we say that u: 0, T  is a weak solution of NS p er
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Ž . Ž . pŽ .in 0, T if u L 0, T ; H 
 L 0, T ; V satisfies the variational formula-p
1Ž  . Ž .tion  C 0, T ; V such that  T  0,p
	 	T i iu  u u   e u e   f  dx dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H H i j i i , j i , j i i½ 5	 t 	 x0  j
 u  0 dx ,Ž .H 0 i i

Ž .and the energy inequality a.e. t 0, T ,
t t2 21 1   u dx  e u e u dx ds u dx f  u dx ds.Ž . Ž .Ž .H HH H HHi , j i , j 02 2
 0   0 
1Ž .
Ž . dIf u: 0,  and verifies the previous conditions for all T 0,
Ž . p Ž .it is said that u is a weak solution of NS in 0, .p er
Ž .Remark. In the case of Newtonian viscosity   0 , we also have
2Ž .u L 0, T ; V .2
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.2 Strong Solution . Given u  V 
 V and u: 0, T 0 p 2
d Ž . p Ž . , a weak solution of NS in 0, T , we say that u is a strongp er
Ž . p Ž .solution of NS in 0, T if, moreover,p er
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i u  L 0, T ; V , ii u  L 0, T ; V , 	 u	 t 2 p
2Ž .L 0, T ; H ,
Ž . 2Ž 2, pŽ .d . 2Ž 2Ž .d .iii u L 0, T ; W  if p 2, or u L 0, T ; H  if
p	 2.
Ž . Ž Ž .. ŽRemark. To obtain i resp. ii it will be necessary for u  V resp.0 2
. Ž . 2Ž 2Ž .d .u  V . If   0, condition iii will always be u L 0, T ; H  .0 p 
2.1. Existence of a Global Solution
Ž .We are going to focus on the three-dimensional case d 3 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3 Carreau’s Laws Without Newtonian Viscosity . a Let
pŽŽ . .3 2ŽŽ . .3u H and f L 0, T  if p 2, or f L 0, T  if p	 2.0
Ž . p Ž .If p 95, then there exists a weak solution of NS in 0, T .p er
Ž . 2ŽŽ . .3b Let u  V and f L 0, T  . If p	 115, then there0 p
Ž . p Ž .exists a strong solution of NS in 0, T .p er
Remark. For a power law without Newtonian viscosity and 1 p 2,
Ž .part a of the above result is also true.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.4 Case with Newtonian Viscosity . a Let u H and0
2ŽŽ . .3 Ž . pf L 0, T  . If p 1, then there exists a weak solution of NS inp er
Ž .0, T .
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Ž . 2ŽŽ . .3b Let u  V and f L 0, T  . If p	 115, then there0 p
Ž . p Ž .exists a strong solution of NS in 0, T .p er
Remark. In the case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
the existence of a global weak solution is only known for p	 2, and the
Ž  .existence of a global strong solution is only known for p	 94 see 13 .
The proofs of these results are based on the construction of approxi-
mated solutions via a Galerkin method; the estimates of these solutions in
appropriate spaces and a limit process by compactness will give the desired
Ž  .solution see 2, 12 .
In view of the previous results, it is reasonable to ask about the possible
Ž .existence of ‘‘singular times,’’ for p 95, 115 , where a weak solution
1 Ž .blows up in the H -norm although its weak regularity is preserved . This
is not possible when d 2, because for two-dimensional domains, one has
the existence of a global strong solution for all p 1. This is why we are
going to restrict ourselves to the three-dimensional case.
2.2. Uniqueness and Continuous Dependence of WeakStrong Solutions
In this subsection, we are going to assume the existence of two solutions
Ž . p Ž .of NS in 0, T , u and  , where u is a strong solution with datap er
2ŽŽ . .3u  V 
 V and f L 0, T  , and  is a weak solution with data0 p 2
2ŽŽ . .3 H and g L 0, T  . We will see sufficient conditions to0
obtain continuous dependence results.
Ž .THEOREM 2.5 Carreau’s Laws and p	 2 . Under the aboe conditions,
one has
  2  2   p p   2   2 2 2u  u  C u   f g 4L Ž0 , T ; L . L Ž0 , T ; V . 2 L Ž0 , T ; L .0 0p
Ž    .for some C C T , u  0. In particular, if u   and f g, oneL ŽV . 0 02
has uniqueness of weak solutions, assuming the existence of a strong solution.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.6 Case with Newtonian Viscosity and p 1 . There
Ž    .exists C C T , u  0 such thatL ŽV .2
  2  2   2 2   2   2 2 2u  u  C u   f g . 4L Ž0 , T ; L . L Ž0 , T ; V . 2 L Ž0 , T ; L .0 02
In particular, one has uniqueness of solution as in Theorem 2.5.
pŽ . 2Ž .Remark. The L V -norm in Theorem 2.5 is changed by the L V -p 2
norm in Corollary 2.6.
 Uniqueness studies can be seen in 7, 9, 10, 11 . Here we are also
interested in continuous dependence because this type of result will be
used below.
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Proof of Theorem 2.5. Thanks to the regularity of u, we can take u as a
Ž .test function in the weak formulation of  . Then, a.e. t 0, T ,
t p t  u t dx  e  e u dx dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H HH i , j i , j
 0 
	ut t
   u dx g  u dx ds    u   dx ds.Ž .H HH HH0 0 ž /	 t 0  0 
2Ž .
On the other hand, we can multiply the differential problem for u by 
Ž .and integrate on  0, t ,
	 ut t p    u   dx ds  e u e  dx dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH HH i , j i , jž /	 t0  0 
t t
 f   dx ds   u   u   dx ds. 3Ž . Ž .Ž .HH HH
0  0 
Ž . Ž . t ŽŽ . .Adding 2 and 3 , the terms H H    u 	 u	 t   are canceled.0 
Ž .Then, a.e. t 0, T ,
t p p t  u t dx  e  e u   e u e  dx dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H HH i , j i , j i , j i , j
 0 
t
   u dx g  u f   dx dsŽ .H HH0 0
 0 
t
   u   u   dx ds. 4Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
0 
As u is regular, it verifies the energy equality,
t t2 21 1p   u dx  e u e u dx ds f  u dx ds u dx .Ž . Ž .Ž .H HH HH Hi , j i , j 02 2
 0  0  
5Ž .
Ž .Let us define w u . Adding the energy inequality for  and 5 , and
Ž .subtracting 4 ,
t21 p p w t   e u   e  e w dx dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 HH i , j i , j i , j2
0 
t t21   u   w   u  w dx ds f g  w dx ds.Ž . Ž .2 HH HH0 02
0  0 
6Ž .
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Since  p is a Carreau laws with p	 2, one has the monotony property
Ž  .see 11
2 pp p     e u   e  e u 	 C e u  e u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .  4i , j i , j i , j 3
7Ž .
Therefore, if we use the Korn inequality p 1, K  0 such that¨ p
 Ž .  p p   pH e w dx	 K w , we are able to obtain the lower bound for thep p
Ž .left-hand side of 6 ,
t2 2 p1 2 p     w t  C K w s  K w s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .½ 52 H 2 p3 2 p2
0
t t21   u   w   u  w dx ds f g  w dx ds.Ž . Ž .2 HH HH0 02
0  0 
8Ž .
Ž .On the other hand, we bound the last terms of the right-hand side of 8 ,
2 2        w   u  w dx  w u dx u wŽ .H H 2 4
 
   12   32 C u w w 9Ž .2 2 24
Ž  in the last bound we have used the interpolation inequality w 4
 14   34 1 6 .w w and the Sobolev embedding of H in L , with constant C ,2 6 4
       f g  w dx  f g w  C f g w 10Ž . Ž .H 2 2 2 24

Ž in the last bound, the Poincare inequality with constant C has been´ 4
. Žused . Using now the Young inequality with exponents 4, 43 and 2, 2,
.respectively in the two previous inequalities, we obtain
2K C2 34 2 2     w   u  w dx  C u w  w , 11Ž . Ž .H 2 2 24
2K C2 32 2   f g  w dx  C f g  w . 12Ž . Ž .H 2 24
According to all of the previous estimates, we obtain
t t2 2 p2 p     w t  K C w s ds 2C K w s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .2 H 2 H p2 3 3 p
0 0
t2 4 2 2
2 2        u   C u s w s ds C f g . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .2 H 2 2 L Ž L .0 0
0
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Ž . p Ž .Since u is a strong solution of NS , u L 0, T ; V , then, in particu-p er 2
  4 1Ž .lar, u  L 0, T , and, therefore, we may use the Gronwall lemma to2
finish the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Corollary 2.6. This is similar to Theorem 2.5. In this case, the
Ž .difference is the monotony property of the tensor in 7 , which now is
 Ž Ž .. 22 e w t . This bound is given by the Newtonian part of the tensor,2
because the purely non-Newtonian part only verifies
 p e u   p e  e w dx	 0. 14 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H k , l k , l k , l

t  Ž . 2 Ž . Ž t  Ž . p .Then, one only obtains H w s ds in 13 and not H w s ds ;2 p0 0
2Ž . Ž pŽ ..hence the continuous dependence in L V is deduced instead of L V .2 p
Ž .Remark Case without Newtonian Viscosity and p 1 . If we assume
that the strong solution u verifies the additional hypothesis u
1Ž Ž .3. Ž .L 0, T ; L  , changing the right-hand side of estimate 9 by
     2 Ž .C u w , we can conclude uniqueness in both laws .L Ž . 24
Ž .Remark Power Law with Newtonian Viscosity or Carreau’s Laws . If
Ž . p Ž .p	 52, one has the uniqueness of weak solutions of NS in 0, Tp er
Ž  .see 7, 9 .
Remark. All of these results can easily be extended to the case of
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
2.3. Existence of Local Strong Solutions
Ž .THEOREM 2.7 Carreau’s Laws without Newtonian Viscosity . Let u 0
qŽ pŽ .3.V 
 V and f  L 0, T ; L  with q  p, if p  2, or f p 2
qŽ 2Ž .3.L 0, T ; L  with q 2, if p	 2. If p 53, then there exists T*
Ž  Ž . p Ž .0, T and a strong solution of NS in 0, T* .p er
Ž .COROLLARY 2.8 Case with Newtonian Viscosity . Let u  V 
 V0 p 2
qŽ 2Ž .3. Ž and f L 0, T ; L  with q 2. If p 1, then there exists T* 0, T
Ž . p Ž .and a strong solution of NS in 0, T* .p er
 Proof of Theorem 2.7. We are going to follow the argument of 11 ,
 generalizing the hypothesis on the regularity of f. Indeed, in 11 it is only
Ž pŽ .3. Ž 2Ž .3.assumed that f L 0, T ; L  if p 2, or f L 0, T ; L  if
Ž .p	 2. For p	 115, the result is obvious, taking T* T Theorem 2.3 .
Therefore, let us suppose 53 p 115. We divide the proof into two
steps:
Ž . p Ž .Step 1. Any weak solution u of NS in 0, T , obtained as inp er
Ž .Theorem 2.3, that verifies the additional regularity u L 0, T ; V , is also2
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Ž . p Ž . Ža strong solution of NS in 0, T i.e., u verifies all regularity condi-p er
.tions of Definition 2.2 .
Ž  Ž . pStep 2. There exists T* 0, T and a weak solution u of NS inp er
Ž . Ž .0, T* , obtained as in Theorem 2.3, such that u L 0, T*; V .2
We are interested in separating the proof into these two steps to
emphasize the main difference between a weak and a strong solution,
Ž .which is the L 0, T ; V regularity. This will be essential to defining the2
Ž .singular or blow-up times of a weak solution. We prove these two steps:
Ž .Step 1. Since u L 0, T ; V , it is sufficient to obtain the regularity2
Ž . Ž .conditions ii and iii for u. To put this in a rigorous form, one can use
Ž .the sequence u of approximated solutions furnished by the Galerkinn
Žmethod choosing as a basis the eigenfunctions of the Stokes problem with
. Ž .periodic boundary conditions and estimating u in the spaces thatn
Ž . Ž .appear in conditions ii and iii . For the sake of simplicity, we argue in a
formal way to obtain the solution u. First of all, since u is a weak solution,
Ž . pŽ .u L 0, T ; H 
 L 0, T ; V . Moreover, we have assumed the hypothe-p
Ž .sis u L 0, T ; V . Taking u as test functions in the variational2
Ž .formulation of u which is possible thanks to the periodic conditions ,
Ž .  integrating by parts, and applying H3 , one has 112
1 d 2 3   u  C I u  u  f  u dx , 15Ž . Ž .2 3 H1 p2 dt 
Ž . Ž  Ž . . p2  Ž Ž ..  2   3where I u  H 1  e u  e u dx. We bound u 3p 
         C u u u for  ,  ,  0 such that    3 and 2 p 3 p 2 p
 Ž . Ž  . Ž .  1. Using the property of I u see Lemma 3.24 in 11 p 1p3 p
1p u  CI u , 16Ž . Ž .3 p p
and applying an appropriate Young inequality, one has
  3    pŽ p .   pŽ p .u   I u  C u u . 17Ž . Ž .3 2 pp 
Ž . Ž .Now, choosing p p   p i.e.,  p  ,
3 2 p     u   I u  C u u , 18Ž . Ž .Ž .3 2 pp 
Ž . Ž . Ž .where  2 3 p  3 p 5  0 here we use p 53 and p 115 .
Ž . Ž  .On the other hand, taking into account the properties of I u see 11p
Ž .2p 2122   D u  CI u 1 u if p 2 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .p pp 19Ž .
122 D u  CI u if p	 2 ,Ž . Ž .2 p
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we obtain
f  u dxH

2p22       f D u   I u  C f 1 u if p 2 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .p p p pp 
22     f D u   I u  C f if p	 2 .Ž . Ž .2 2 2p 
20Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, if we replace 18 and 20 for  arbitrarily small in 15 , we
Ž .obtain omitting the constants
2p2d    f 1 u if p 2 ,Ž .Ž .p p2 2 p     u  I u  u u Ž .2 2 pp 2½dt  f if p	 2 .Ž .2
21Ž .
Then, integrating between 0 and T ,
T T2 2 p
     I u dt u  u u dtŽ .H 2 L Ž0 , T ; V .H pp 0 2
0 0
T 2p2   f 1 u dt if p 2 ,Ž .Ž .H p p
0 22Ž .
T 2 f dt if p	 2 .Ž .H 2
0
pŽ .Taking into account the regularity of u and f , and that u L 0, T ; V0 p
Ž . Ž .
 L 0, T ; V , the right-hand side of 22 is bounded. Therefore,2
T
I u dt. 23Ž . Ž .H p
0
	uOn the other hand, considering as test functions in the variational	 t
formulation of u,
2	u 	 	 u 	u
p  e u e u dx u   u  dx f  dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Hi , j i , j	 t 	 t 	 t 	 t2   
Ž .Using H1 , one has
21 	 u d 2p   U e u dx f  I u ,u , 24Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 22 	 t dt2 
Ž .   2   2 Ž .where I u,u  u u dx. We now bound I u,u .H

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Ž . Ž .Case 1 p	 2 . Using 16 , one has
2p2 2 2 2 2
         I u ,u  u u  C u u  C u I u .Ž . Ž .6 pŽ3 p2. 3 p V 3 p L Ž0 , T ; V . p2 2
25Ž .
Ž Ž ..Case 2 p 53, 2 . Now we bound by
  2   2p   p   2   2p   pI u ,u  u u u dx u u u . 26Ž . Ž .H 6 3Ž2p. 3 p

Ž . Ž .As 3 2 p  2 if only if p	 43 this is true because p 53 , the
previous bound becomes
  4pI u ,u  C u I u . 27Ž . Ž . Ž .L Ž0 , T ; V . p2
Ž . Ž . 1Ž .In both cases, 23 implies that I u,u  L 0, T . On the other hand,
 pŽ .  Ž  . p dd Žsince u  V , the property U   C 1   see Lemma0 p
 . pŽ Ž ..1.35 in 11 implies that H U e u dx. Therefore, integrating 0
Ž .24 respect to time, one has
2	ut ps ds U e u t dx C ,  t 0, T .Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .Ž .H H
	 t 20 
pŽ Ž ..  Ž . p  4 ŽNow, using the property H U e u dx	 C e u   see Lemmap
 . 2Ž . Ž .1.35 in 11 , we can deduce that 	u	 t L 0, T ; H and u L 0, T ; V ,p
Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., the regularity ii of a strong solution. Finally, from 19 , 23 , and
Ž . 2Ž 2, p. 2Ž 2 .u L 0, T ; V , we get u L 0, T ; W if p 2, or u L 0, T ; Hp
if p	 2, and we finish Step 1.
p pŽ . Ž .Step 2. We start from 15 . But now, we choose in 17  , forp  1  
Ž Ž .. 0, which leads us to the inequality instead of 21
d 2 u  I uŽ .2 pdt
2p2   f 1 u if p 2 , Ž .Ž .p p2 pŽ1 .    u u Ž .2 p 2½  f if p	 2 ,Ž .2
28Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .where   2 3 p  3 p 5  5p 9  3 p 5 1  . In our case,
11 2 Ž . Ž   .as p ,   1. Dividing 28 by 1 u ,25
1 d 1 I uŽ .p 
 1  2 2  1 dt    1 u t 1 u tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2
  2f if p 2 ,Ž .ppŽ1 .  u  Cp 2½  f if p	 2 .Ž .2
Ž .  Integrating in 0, t , t 0, T , we have
1 1 I u sŽ .Ž .t p dsH 1  2 2  1 0    1 u 1 u sŽ .Ž .Ž .2 20
1 1pŽ1 . Ž1 . a
p  u t  C f t  ,Ž .L Ž0 , T ; V .p  12  1Ž .  1 u tŽ .Ž .2
where
2 1p 1q if p 2,Ž .
a ½ 2 12 1q if p	 2,Ž .
and
  2 q pf if p 2,L Ž0 , T ; L .
C f  CŽ . 2½ q 2 f if p	 2.L Ž0 , T ; L .
 Ž . 2   Ž Thus, u t  C,  t 0, T , for T 0, T small enough, such that2
1 1pŽ1 . Ž1 . a
p u T  C f T  . 29Ž . Ž .L ŽV .p  12  1Ž .  1 uŽ .20
The proof of Theorem 2.7 is finished.
Ž . Ž .  Remark. From 29 , we have that T depends on C f and u in aV0 2
  p Ž .  decreasing way, because u depends on C f and u in anL ŽV . V0p 2
Ž .increasing way. Moreover, it is possible to obtain T* T if C f and
  Ž  .u are small enough this result has been considered in 14 .V0 2
Outline of the Proof of Corollary 2.8. In the power law case, the
definition of I has a slightly different form:p
  p2   2I u  e u  e u dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hp

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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .This I u verifies 19 if p 2 and 16 p 1 , but not 19 . Thisp 1 2
difficulty can be circumvented thanks to the Newtonian viscosity, since
  2 Ž . u must be added to the left-hand side of 15 . In this case, the2
  3 Ž .   3   2 2  6bound for the term u of 15 is u   u  C u ; hence3 3 H 2
2Ž 2 . Ž .we get u L 0, T ; H . Finally, to obtain u L 0, T ; V and 	u	 tp
2Ž . Ž . Ž .   2   2 2L 0, T ; H , we can use in 24 the bound I u,u  C u u 3 H
1Ž .L 0, T .
3. BLOW-UP AT ARBITRARILY SHORT TIMES
Ž . Ž .We study two cases: a 2 p 115 and Carreau’s laws, and b
Ž .1 p 115 and Newtonian viscosity power law or Carreau’s laws . As
we have seen in the previous section, in both cases one has the existence of
a global weak solution, uniqueness of a strongweak solution, and the
existence of a local strong solution. The main results of this section are the
following:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1 2 p 115 and Carreau’s Laws . Assume f t  f
2Ž .3 Ž .L  ,  t	 0 f does not depend on t . If there exists a strong solution u of
Ž . p Ž .NS in 0, such thatp er
 lim sup u t , 30Ž . Ž .Vp
t
then, for any T  0, there exists   V such that the local strong solution 1 0 p
Ž . p Ž .of NS with initial data  blows up in the L V -norm before T ; i.e., p er 0 2 1
Ž .is not a strong solution in 0, T .1
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.2 1 p 115 and Newtonian Viscosity . Assume f t
2Ž .3 Ž . p f L  ,  t	 0. If there exists a strong solution u of NS inp er
Ž .0, , such that
 lim sup u t , 31Ž . Ž .V2
t
then, for any T  0, there exists   V such that the local strong solution 1 0 2
Ž . p Ž .of NS with initial data  blows up in the L V -norm before T  0;p er 0 2 1
Ž .i.e.,  is not a strong solution in 0, T .1
Remark. There is an important difference between Carreau’s law and
Ž . Žthe Newtonian case: the hypothesis 30 weakens as p increases from 2 to
. Ž .115 . On the other hand, in Corollary 3.2, the hypothesis 31 is indepen-
dent of p, even in the case p 2, and it is the same hypothesis as in the
 NavierStokes case 4 .
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For the proof of these results, the following technical lemma is neces-
sary:
LEMMA 3.3. Assume one of the two aboe cases. Let u be a weak solution
Ž . p Ž . Ž 2Ž .3.of NS in 0, associated to f L 0,; L  and u H.p er 0
Ž .Then, for each  0, there exists a constant C C f , u ,   0 such that0
   for all interals of length  , t, t  , there exists t  t, t  such that,0
 4denoting by max p, 2 ,
 u t  C f , u ,  . 32Ž . Ž . Ž .V0 0
Remark. The previous bound depends on the size of the interval  , but
not on the time position t.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We consider two cases: either p	 2 and   0
or   0.
Ž . Ž .Case i p	 2 and   0 . From the energy inequality,
1 d 2 p
 2       u t  C u t  f u t . 33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 V L Ž L . 25 p2 dt
Using the Sobolev’s embedding V  L2, one hasp
d p22 2 p
 2     u t  K u t  C f . 34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 L Ž L .6dt
Ž .   2Let MM f , u  0 be a large enough number such that u M20 0
  p 2 p2  Ž . 2and C f  KM . Then one has u t M,  t	 0. Indeed, ifL Ž L . 26
 Ž . 2we suppose the opposite, let t 0 be the first time such that u t M2
2 d 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .and u t M,  t t near t . Then, from 34 , u t  0, so this2 2dt
 Ž . 2 Ž .norm decreases in t, thus u t M,  t t near t . This is a2
contradiction to the definition of t.
Ž .  Now, integrating 33 in t, t  ,
Mt p 12
 2   C u s ds  f M  .Ž .H V L Ž L .5 p 2t
Ž .Defining C C f , u ,  such that0
1 M 
12
 2  f M   C f , u ,  ,Ž .L Ž L . 0ž /C 2 25
the previous inequality implies
t p u s ds C f , u ,  .Ž . Ž .H V 0p 2t
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Denoting by  the Lebesgue measure on , one has
p 1   s t , t   u s 	   C f , u ,   .Ž . Ž . 4Vž / 0p 2
Ž .Taking  C f , u ,  ,0
p     s t , t   u s 	 C f , u ,     t , t  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Vž /0p 2
Ž .and, therefore, 32 holds.
Ž . Ž .Case ii   0 . Now, using the V -norm to control the right-hand 2
Ž .side of the energy inequality instead of the V -norm , we obtainp
d 2 2 p 2
 2       u t   K u t  C u t  C f . 35Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 V L Ž L . 5 6pdt
Ž . Ž .Thus, we can argue as in Case i , this time defining C C f , u ,  such0
that
t  u s ds C f , u ,  .Ž . Ž .H V 0 2t
Remark. Lemma 3.3 is also true in more general cases, for example, for
Ž .p	 65 and   0, considering in 32 the V -norm. p
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let T  0 and t   such that1 j
 Ž . Ž .lim u t . According to Lemma 3.3 now  p , we mayV pj j
 find a time a  t  T , t ,  j	 1, such thatj j 1 j
  pu a  C f , u , T , 36Ž . Ž . Ž .Vj 0 1p
where C does not depend on j. From the compact embedding of V in Hp
Ž .  Ž .4 Žand 36 , there exists   V and a subsequence of u a that will be0 p j j	1
. Ž .denoted in the same way such that u a   weakly in V and stronglyj 0 p
Ž . p Žin H. Now, we consider the strong solutions of NS with secondp er
.member f ,
z s  u a  s : solution in 0, , with initial data u a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j
 s : solution in 0, T* , with initial data   VŽ . Ž . 0 p
Ž Ž    2 . .T* T*  , f  0, as we have seen in Theorem 2.7 .V L0 2
 To finish the proof, we will see that  is not a strong solution in 0, T .1
Arguing by contradiction, let us suppose that T*	 T . Since z and  are1 j
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Ž . pstrong solutions of NS associated to the same f , following the unique-p er
Ž . Ž .ness argument of Theorem 2.5, the sequence difference w t  z t j j
Ž .   Ž Ž .. t ,  t 0, T , satisfies see 131
d 2 2 p 4 22 p         w t  C K w t  2 K w t  C  w . 37Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 52 2 p 2 2j 3 2 j p j jdt
Ž . t  Ž . 4Since   L 0, T ; V , we have H  s  Ct CT . There-21 2 0 1
Ž .  fore, applying Gronwall’s lemma to 37 , one has for all t 0, T ,1
t2 2 4 2 CT1       w t  w 0 exp C  s ds  w 0 e . 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 H 2 2j j jž /0
Ž .  Ž . 2In particular, since w 0  0 strongly in H, then w t  0 as j,2j j
  Ž . Ž .for all t 0, T . Now, if we integrate 37 in 0, T ,1 1
T T1 12 p2 p   C K w s ds 2 K w s dsŽ . Ž .H V H V3 2 j p j2 p½ 5
0 0
T12 4 2      w 0  C  s w s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .2 H 2 2j j
0
From L ebesgue’s D om inated C onvergence theorem ,
T1  Ž . 4  Ž . 2 T1  Ž . pH  s w s ds 0 as j. Then, we have H w s ds2 2 V0 j 0 j p
   Ž . p0 as j, and, in particular, a.e. t 0, T , w t  0 as j.V1 j p
Therefore, if we define
  J t 0, T : lim w t  0 ,Ž . V½ 51 j p
j
 the set 0, T  J has Lebesgue’s measure zero, and, moreover, for each1
Ž .  Ž .t J, there exists j  j t such that  j	 j , w t  1. On the otherV0 0 0 j p
Ž . Ž  . Ž   ² Ž . :hand, since   L 0, T ; V 
 C 0, T ; V i.e., t 0, T   j , h1 p  1 p 1
  .  Ž . is continuous for all h V ; see, for instance, 19 , we have  t Vp p
       r,  t 0, T . Thus,L Ž0, T ; V . 11 p
         4z t  C z t  C w t   t  C 1 r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4V V V Vj j j2 p p p
 t J ,  j	 j t .Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .For t 0, we have z 0  u a ; then thanks to 36 , z 0  C,  j.Vj j j 2
Ž . Ž .From Theorem 2.7 Step 2 , there exists T  T r, f , independent of j,2 2
    4 Ž .such that z  C,  t J 0 and  j	 j t . Moreover, ifL Ž t, tT ; V .j 02 2
Ž .we follow the proof of Theorem 2.7 Step 1 , we also obtain
    4z  C ,  t J 0 ,  j	 j t . 39Ž . Ž .L Ž t , tT ; V .j 02 p
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Ž  .  Ž .Then, as we know that z  C 0, ; V , one has z s  C, sVj w p j p
   4t, t T . Hence, choosing a finite number of t  J 0 , i 1, 2, . . . , m,2 i
  m  such that 0, T   t , t  T , and considering j 1 i1 i i 2 1
 Ž .4  Ž .  max j t , one has that z t  C,  t 0, T and  j	 j .Vi1, . . . , m 0 i j 1 1p
 Ž .  Ž .But this is a contradiction because z t  a  u t  asV Vj j j jp p
   t  and t  a  0, T . Hence,  is not a strong solution in 0, T .j j j 1 1
Proof of Corollary 3.2. The argument is similar to Theorem 3.1. The
2Ž .difference arises in the continuous dependence on L 0, T ; V instead of2
pŽ . Ž . Ž .L 0, T : V see Corollary 2.6 . Consequently, it suffices to argue in 37p
without the V norm. Notice that the choice of Newtonian viscosity isp
essential to guarantee the continuous dependence of strong solutions
Ž . p Ž . Žof NS in the cases of the power law p 1 and Carreau’s laws 1p er
.p 2 .
Remark. The uniqueness result is used to identify the solution fur-
Ž .nished by Theorem 2.7 or Corollary 2.8 and the solution given in the
Ž .hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 or Corollary 3.2 . In the cases without Newto-
Ž .nian viscosity and p 53, 2 , there exists at least a strong solution, but
uniqueness is an open problem. Therefore the previous argument cannot
be applied.
4. HAUSDORFF DIMENSION ESTIMATES OF
SINGULAR TIMES
Following Section 2.3, we can define the set S of the singular times of a
Ž . p Ž .weak solution u of NS as the times where the L V norm of u blowsp er 2
up, i.e.,
 S b 0, T : lim sup u t  .Ž Ž . V½ 52
t b
T  Ž . 2Clearly, S has Lebesgue’s measure zero, because H u t dt.V0 2
Basically, in this section we will see that S has a Hausdorff dimension
Ž . Ž .estimated by d p , with d p  1 and decreasing respect to p.
Ž .DEFINITION 4.1 Hausdorff Dimension . Let XM be a compact
subset of a metric space M. The d-dimensional Hausdorff measure of X is
d Ž . d Ž .given by  X  lim  X , whereH r 0 H , r
k k
d d X  inf r : X B , B open balls in M of radius r  r .Ž . Ý H , r i i i i½ 5
i1 i1
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Ž . Finally, the Hausdorff dimension of X is given by d X  inf dH
d Ž . 40:  X  0 .H
We study the same cases of the previous section, because we will need in
our reasoning uniqueness of a weakstrong solution, the existence of a
local strong solution, and the existence of a global weak solution. With this
purpose in mind, it will be necessary to assume the regularity of the data
Ž .f , u given in Theorem 2.7 or Corollary 2.8.0
Ž . p Ž .Let u be a weak solution of NS in 0, T , associated to the datap er
Ž .f , u . The main results of this section are the following:0
ŽTHEOREM 4.2 2 p 115 and Power Law with Newtonian Viscosity
. qŽ 2Ž .3. Ž .or Carreau’s Laws . Assume f L 0, T ; L  2 q and u0
  V . Then, there exists a compact set E 0, T , such that S E andp
Ž . Ž .d E  d p, q , whereH
q 7 3 p  4 p 2 34 2 7p 12Ž . Ž . Ž .
if q and q
2 q 5p 9 13 3 p 4Ž .d p , q Ž .
q 20 9pŽ .
otherwise.2 4 p q 12 7pŽ . Ž .
Ž .COROLLARY 4.3 1 p 2 and Newtonian Viscosity . Assume f
qŽ 2Ž .3. Ž .L 0, T ; L  2 q and u  V . Then, there exists a compact0 2
  Ž . Ž . Ž . Žset E 0, T , such that S E and d E  d q , where d q  q 2 qH
.2 .
Ž . Ž .Remark. Note that d q , given in Corollary 4.3, is equal to d 2, q of
Theorem 4.2, which corresponds to the estimate obtained in the
Ž Ž . .NavierStokes case concretely, d 2,  12 . It is easy to check that
Ž . Ž .d p, q is decreasing with respect to p fixed q . Roughly speaking, the
estimate of the set of singular times furnished in Theorem 4.2 means that
Ž .the smoothness of a weak solution of NS increases as p increases fromp
2 to 115, in the sense that there is a diminution of the size of S . With
Ž . Ž . Žrespect to q, d p, q and d q are also decreasing with respect to q fixed
.p , and in these cases there is also a diminution of the size of S as q
increases from 2 to . On the other hand, Corollary 4.3 means that,
although 1 p 2, if we consider Newtonian viscosity, the regularity of
the NavierStokes case is conserved.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We divide the proof into three steps:
Step 1. General method for estimating the Hausdorff dimension for
singular times.
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Ž .Step 2. Some estimates of d E .H
Step 3. Comparison of the estimates of Step 2.
Step 1. General method for estimating the Hausdorff dimension for singu-
  Žlar times. In this paragraph, we generalize the study made in 6 see also
 .4 for the case of the NavierStokes problem. Given u a weak solution in
Ž .  Ž .0, T , for each t such that u t , the results of the exis-V 
V0 0 2 p
tence of a local strong solution and uniqueness imply that u is a strong
  Ž Ž ..solution in t , t  T* i.e., u L t , t  T*; V , for any T* depend-0 0 0 0 2
 Ž .   q 2  ing on u t and f . Given t  0, T , we define I as theV L Ž L .0 02
maximal interval of time containing t where u is a strong solution. More0
 specifically, t  I 0, T , and for each J I, with J	 I, one has u0
Ž .L J; V . The existence of this maximal interval I follows from the set Z2
   Ž .of intervals J 0, T such that t  J and u  L J; V is not emptyJ0 2
and if J , J  Z then J  J  Z. Moreover, I is open on the right side1 2 1 2
if the upper bound of I is not T.
Thanks to the uniqueness of solution, there exists a finite or countable
 4number of disjoint maximal intervals I . Moreover, Lebesgue’s mea-j j1
  sure of 0, T  I is zero. Let I I for one of the intervals, withj1 j j
a  inf I and b  sup I . Then, b is a singular time if only if b 	 T , andj j j j j j
 Ž . Ž Ž ..in this case lim sup u t  with max p, 2 . We define theVt b j
 ˚ compact set E 0, T  I . We want to estimate the d-dimensionalj1 j
d Ž . dHausdorff measure of E,  E . First, notice that in the definition of H H
Ž .for the metric space M we can take closed intervals instead of open
m ˚  Ž .intervals. Let m and E  0, T  I . Then, E  E and Em j1 j m m
Ž E. Clearly, E is the union of a finite number of closed intervals whichm
. k m Žm. Žm.may be degenerated to a point , i.e., E  K , where K arem j1 j j
Ž .closed intervals, not empty and disjoint respect to j . By construction,
˚ Žm. Žm.I 
 K  for jm, and if, for any j	m 1, I 
 K 	, thenj l j l
Žm. Ž Ž Žm.. .I  K since I is connected and the intervals K are disjoint .j l j l l
Thus, the sets
N Žm. j	m 1; I 
 K Žm.	  j	m 1; I  K Žm. 4  4l j l j l
Ž .  are disjoint with respect to l . Denoting by  the Lebesgue measure, we
k m  Žm.  k m     Žm .have Ý K Ý Ý I Ý I   . Moreover,   0,l1 l l1 j N j jm1 j m ml ˚  Ž .because of Ý I  T , since the I are disjoint. To estimate thej	1 j j j
d-dimensional Hausdorff measure of E, we calculate
k km m
d d dŽm.     K  I  I , 0 d 1,Ý Ý Ý Ýl j j
Žm.l1 l1 j	m1jNl
Ž Ž .d d d .  Žm.4k mwe have used the fact that x y  x  y ,  x, y	 0 . As K isl l1
Ž .a cover by closed intervals of E so also of E with intervals of radiusm
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d Ž .    d  2, we have that  E Ý I   . Therefore, if wem H ,  2 jm1 j mm
  d d Ž .prove that Ý I , then   0; thus  E  0, and, in particu-j	1 j m H
Ž .lar, d E  d.H
Ž .Step 2. Some estimates of d E . We want to demonstrate thatH
  dÝ I , for any d: 0 d 1. We will perform two types ofj	1 j
Ž . Ž . Ž .estimates: a using a combination of the L V and L V regularities,p 2
Ž . Ž .and b using only the L V regularity.2
Ž .a Taking 	u	 t as test functions and integrating in , we arrived
Ž .at 24 . On the other hand, taking u as test functions and integrating in
Ž . Ž   2, if we use 19 for Carreau’s laws or the term  u for the power22 
. Ž .law with the Newtonian viscosity case , we can get omitting constants
d 2 2 2 2       u  I u  u u dx f . 40Ž . Ž .2 H 2pdt 
Ž . Ž . Ž .Adding 40 to 24 , we arrive at the inequality up to constants
2d 	u2 2p   u  U e u dx   I u  f  I u ,u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 H 2p½ 5dt 	 t 2
41Ž .
Ž .We have to bound I u,u . For this, we argue that
  2   r   2 r   2   Ž5 p8.2   Ž125 p.2I u ,u  u u u dx u u u ,Ž . H p* p 3 p

Ž . Ž .where we have chosen r r p  5p 8 2, and p* denotes the Sobolev
Ž .exponent associated to p. Then, applying 16 and the Young inequality
Ž . Ž .with exponents 2 p 7p 12 and 2 p 12 5p ,
Ž .125 p 2 pŽ5 p4.2 pŽ5 p4.Ž7p12.   I u ,u C u I u  I u  C u .Ž . Ž . Ž .p pp p 
 Ž . p ŽFinally, thanks to the Korn inequality and the estimate C e u  2 p p¨ p1
. pŽ Ž .. Ž  . 1 H U e u dx, p	 2 see 11 , we arrive at
Ž . Ž .5 p4  7p12
 pI u ,u   I u  C U e u dx . 42Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽHp  ž /

Ž .   2 pŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž . ŽThen, defining J u  u  H U e u , from 41 and 42 taking 2 
.small enough , we can deduce
2d 	 u 2 1 1 J u   I u  f  1 J u , 43 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2pdt 	 t 2
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Ž . Ž .where   5p 4  7p 12 . Now, we consider two cases, dependingl
on the regularity of f :
Ž 2Ž .3. Ž .  Ž .41Case f L 0, T ; L  . Dividing 43 by I J u , one has
  21 d 1 	 u	 t  I uŽ .2 p 
 1 1 1ž /  1 dt 1 J u 1 J u 4  4Ž . Ž .1
  2  f  1 L 0, T .Ž .2
Ž . Ž .Integrating between t and t t t notice that   1 0 , one has0 0 1
1 1
  C t t .Ž .0 1  11 11 J u t 4Ž .1 J u t Ž . 4Ž .Ž .0
Therefore, arguing as in Theorem 2.7, the following condition implies that
 u is a strong solution in t , t :0
1
C t t  .Ž .0  111 J u t 4Ž .Ž .0
Accordingly, if I is the interval of maximal solution containing t andj 0
b sup I , one hasj
Ž .1  11C b t  1 J u t . 44Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
 11Ž11 .  Ž Ž ..4Taking H dt , we get I  CH 1 J u t dt . Thus,I 0 j I 0 0j j
T11Ž 1.1 I  C 1 J u t dt  C 1 J u t dt . 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý H Hj 0 0 0 0
I 0jj	1 j	1
T Ž Ž .. Ž  . pŽ Ž ..Since H J u t dt , using the property see 11 H U e u 0 0 0 
 Ž . p  4 pŽ .C e u   and the fact that u L 0, T ; V , we can conclude thatp p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d E  1 1   1  20 9p 2 4 p . If we define d p, H 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .20 9p 2 4 p , notice that d p, is decreasing on p and d 2,1 1
Ž  . 12 recall that 12 was the bound obtained in the Newtonian case 6 .
qŽ 2Ž .3. Ž .Case f L 0, T ; L  with 2 q. Now, dividing 43 by
 Ž Ž ..412 q1 J u t ,
  21 d 1 	u	 t  I uŽ .2 p
 12q  2q1 1ž /1   2q dt 1 J u 1 J u 4  4Ž . Ž .1
2q2 q2  f  1 J u t  L 0, T . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .2
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Then, integrating in time between t and t,0
1 1 Ž .q2 q  C t t .Ž .0Ž . Ž .  q2 q   q2 q1 11 J u t 4Ž .1 J u t Ž . 4Ž .Ž .0
Therefore, the following condition now implies that u is a strong solution
 in t , t :0
1Ž .q2 qC t t  .Ž .0 Ž .  q2 q11 J u t 4Ž .Ž .0
Thus, if b sup I :j
ŽŽ . .Ž Ž . .1 q2 q   q2 q1C b t  1 J u t , 45Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
  dwhich, arguing as before, implies that Ý I  withj	1 j
1q 2 q 2 q 20 9pŽ .
d1    
d p , q .Ž .1 1ž /q q 2 4 p q 12 7pŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, d E  d p, q . Notice that d p, q is decreasing on p fixed qH 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and decreasing on q fixed p and d p, q  d p, as q.1 1
Ž .b Starting only from the inequality obtained taking u as test
Ž . Ž .functions, see 15 , we may obtain up to constants
d 2 3 2     u  I u  u  f . 46Ž . Ž .2 3 2pdt
Ž .There are two main differences with respect to 41 . The advantage is that
  3 Ž . Žnow one has to bound u instead of I u,u for instance, the bound3
  3of u gives us the existence of a global strong solution for p	 115,3
Ž .and if we bound I u,u one could get the same result only for p	 209
d pŽ  . Ž Ž ..see 5 . The disadvantage is that we do not have the term H U e udt
Ž .on the left-hand side of 46 . Again, we distinguish two cases, depending
on the regularity of f :
Ž 2Ž .3.   3Case f L 0, T ; L  . We bound u by3
  3  6Ž p1.Ž3 p2.   3 pŽ3 p2.  6Ž p1.Ž3 p5.u  u u   I u  C u ,Ž .3 2 3 p 2p 
where we have applied Holder and Young inequalities and the property¨
Ž . Ž . Ž .16 . Then 46 becomes up to constants
d 2 2 22     u  I u  f  u , 47Ž . Ž .2 2 2pdt
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Ž . Ž . Ž   2 .2 Ž .where   3 p 1  3 p 5 . Dividing by 1 u in 47 ,22
1 d 1 I uŽ .p 2     f  1 L 0, T .Ž .2 1 2 22 2ž /  1 dt2    1 u 1 u 4 Ž .2 2
48Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Arguing as in paragraph a , we obtain d E  7 3 p 2
 d p, .H 2
Ž . Ž .Again, d p, is decreasing on p and d 2,  12.2 2
qŽ 2Ž .3.   3Case f L 0, T ; L  with 2 q. We bound u as in3
Ž . Ž . Ž .17 , taking p p   2 pq. Then, 46 becomes
d 32 2 2 p q 2       1 u  I u  f  u u , 49Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2pdt
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Žwhere   3 p  1 q  2 5p  9 q 3 p  5 . Dividing by 1 3
  2 .3u ,2
1 d 1 I uŽ .p 
 1 3 32 2ž /  1 dt3    1 u 1 u 4 Ž .2 2
  2   2 p q q2 f  u  L 0, T .Ž .2 p
Ž .Following reasoning similar to that in paragraph a , we can conclude that
q 2 1 q 7 3 p  4 p 2Ž . Ž .
d E  1  
 d p , q .Ž . Ž .H 2q   1 2 q 5p 9Ž .3
Ž . Ž .Again, d p, q is a decreasing function on p fixed q and a decreasing2
Ž . Ž . Ž .function on q fixed p and d p, q  d p, as q.2 2
Step 3. Comparison of the estimates of Step 2. When f 
Ž 2Ž .3. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L 0, T ; L  , one has d p,  20 9p 2 4 p and d p, 1 2
Ž . Ž .7 3 p 2. It is easy to see that the best estimate is d p, , i.e.,1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d p,  d p, . Therefore, we choose d p,  d p, .1 2 1
qŽ 2Ž .3.When f L 0, T ; L  with q 2, then
q 20 9pŽ .
d p , q Ž .1 2 4 p q 12 7pŽ . Ž .
and
q 7 3 p  4 p 2Ž . Ž .
d p , q  .Ž .2 2 q 5p 9Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We have that d p, q  d p, q if and only if q	 2 7p 12  3 p 41 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 g p . The function g p is increasing on p and g p  2, 3413 if
Ž . Ž . Ž .p 2, 115 . In particular, if q	 3413, then always d p, q  d p, q ,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .in which case we choose d p, q  d p, q . Otherwise q 3413 , we1
Ž . Ž . Ž .have that d p, q  d p, q if and only if q	 g p ; therefore we choose1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d p, q  d p, q if q	 g p and d p, q  d p, q if q g p .1 2
Proof of Corollary 4.3. Taking into account Step 1 of Theorem 4.2, we
Ž . Žconsider directly Step 2 to estimate d E . Since 1 p 2 with Newto-H
. Ž .nian viscosity , it is not worth using a combination of the L V andp
Ž . Ž Ž .L V regularities as we have done in the proof of Step 2, paragraph a ,2
. p 2of Theorem 4.2 , because now L is ‘‘less regular’’ than L . Then, arguing
Ž . Ž . Ž .as in Step 2, paragraph b , of Theorem 4.2, one has 46 changing I u byp
  2 u :2
d 2 2 2 3       u   u  f  u .2 2 2 3dt
2 ŽUsing the L -regularity of the Stokes problem with periodic boundary
.conditions , i.e.,
  2 2   2 2u  C u , uH 
 V ,H 2 2
one has
d 2 2 2 3
2       u  u  f  u . 50Ž .2 H 2 3dt
  3   32   32   2 2   6We bound u  u u   u  C u ; hence we ob-3 2 6 H 2
Ž .tain taking  small enough
d 32 2 2 2
2       u  u  f  u . 51Ž .Ž .2 H 2 2dt
Again, depending on the regularity of f , we distinguish two cases.
Ž 2Ž .3. Ž . Ž   2 .3Case f L 0, T ; L  . Dividing 51 by 1 u ,2
  2 21 d 1 u H 2     f  1 L 0, T . 52Ž . Ž .22 3½ 52 22 dt    1 u 1 uŽ . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž .Arguing as in Step 2, paragraph b , of Theorem 4.2, we arrive at d E H
12.
qŽ 2Ž .3. Ž .Case f L 0, T ; L  with 2 q. Now, dividing 51 by
Ž   2 .32 q Ž .1 u analogously to what was done in Step 2, paragraph b ,2
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Ž . Ž . Ž .of Theorem 4.2, we can arrive at d E  q 2 q 2 
 d q . NoticeH
Ž .that d q is decreasing on q.
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